
MODEL SEVENTM 
COM:PACT RIFLES 

HANDLES LIKE A SPORTSCAR, 
HITS LIKE A FREIGHT TRAIN. 

Big impacts are what the Model Seven'M does best, and a new addition to the line is sure lo make one in 2007. Introducing the Model Seven XCR Camo. the 
most rugged and corrosion-resistant model in the line. With a precision-balanced 20' barrel and receiver that is 'Ii" shorter than a Model 700 short-action 
receiver and a weight of just 6 'Ii lbs. (standard calitiers), it's still the ultimate dense-cover compact rifle. But now, foul weather is no match either thanks to the 
armor-tough protection of TriNyte$ Corrosion Control. It's just like the Model 700'" XCR - super-strong, accurate out of the box, and the epitom•l of rugged 
endurance - but in a more compact. swift-handling package. 

All Model Seven calitiers, including magnum, are available in COL'" versions. They have clean, satin-blued barrels (except 350 Remington'' Meg: 20" magnum 
contour barrel with sights); classical~ styled, American walnut COL stocks; and R3~ recoil pads with LimbSave(! technology. 

When you match this quick-handling short-action rifle wrth some of the hardest-hitting calibers known to big game- Remington Short Action Ultra Mag an1l WSM cartridges -
you need a little longer barrel. Model Seven rifles in these calibers feature a 22' magnum contour barrel. 

We also offer the Model Seven Youth, 
which is available in four calibers and 
features a l" shorter stock and all the great 
standard features of the Model Seven. 
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READY TO HUNT, 

:RIGHT OUT OF THE BOX. 

It's the latest, greatest edition of out-of-the-box accuracy and hunting performance from Remington. An upgrade of our famous Model 710,'" the new 
Model 770 '" is the perfect choice for any hunter looking to fast-forward through the process of selecting a scope and components. It comes with a 
pre-mounted and boresighted 3-9x40mm riflescope. But most importantly, it's built to our rigorous standards for accuracy and reliability. Simply choose 
your ammo and you're ready lo shoot. 

It features the same great action and barrel as our Model 710 (based on the Model 700) with super-accurate button rifling, but now has an easier-to-cam 
bolt and a more durable magazine latch. Other advancements include a new, ergonomically contoured stock with a raised cheekpiece for rapid sccpe-to-eye 
alignment. and grip texture in all the right places. 

Offered in a selection of long- and short-action calibers. the Model 770 is the quickest route to legendary status. and a full freezer. 


